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*Peanut was uninjured. In fact, he loves doing this!
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① Ten tips!

② Set priorities and stay focused.

③ Stay on top of trends.

④ Get time back into your schedule!

Today...
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#1: Tie 
marketing 
to library 
strategy.
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A plan serves as your focal point.

Make 
decisions

Set goals
Define 

audience
Success!
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•Direction

•Buy-in

•Efficiency
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#2: Set 
measurable

goals.
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What does your audience like?

Social media engagement

Email responses

Print excitement
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Examples of measurable goals

We will increase downloads of 

online magazines by 25 percent.

We will increase circulation of new 
mystery and science fiction e-books 
by 10 percent.

Most important: Write it down.
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#3: Mind the 
Marketing 
Rule of 7.
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Builds trust and 

keeps your library 

top-of-mind.
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#4: Repurpose 

messages for 

mileage.
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Repurposing makes sense.

Your community is diverse.

Works for any piece of content.
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Storytime live
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Storytime live

On-demand viewing
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Storytime live

On-demand viewing

Shareable pieces
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Storytime live

On-demand viewing

Shareable pieces

Transcribe text
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Watsonville Public Library
Storytime Kits
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Watsonville Public Library
Storytime Kits
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#5: Promote 

your 

collection.
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$250,000 $8 million
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People want

the stuff!
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What can you promote?

New books Readalikes NextReads
Genre 

specific 
items

Age 
specific 

items

Streaming 
video

Streaming 
music

Form-based 
readers' 
advisory
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Pay attention to book pop culture and promote

items getting media or critical buzz.
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Media Mentions

from NoveList or 

NoveList Plus.
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NextReads

Advance List from 

LibraryAware
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#6: Send 
more email.
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Email is effective!

Stats from optinmonster.com/email-marketing-statistics

61% prefer to be 
contacted by 
email by you!

99% check email 
every day

58% check their 
email first in the 
morning before 

social media 
or news
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Email best practices

Use emotional words in subject line.

Make subject line simple and easy

But it doesn’t have to be short!
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Email best practices

Write like a human.

Mix text and images.

Use positive, active language.

Target your message.
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275 cardholders

21% open rate

16% click-thru rate
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5000 cardholders

27% open rate

52% click-thru rate
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#7: Follow 
social media 

best 
practices.
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The face you make when you find 
out the algorithm changed... again.
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Post once a day

Current best time is 11 a.m.

Avoid weekends and weekdays
after 5 p.m.

Facebook specific best practices
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Instagram specific best practices

Post to feed twice a week

Post to stories every day

Most active during the day

Avoid evenings

Use hashtags for reach.
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Twitter specific best practices

Tweet as much as you want.

Active all the time.

Best time is Friday morning.

Use hashtags for reach.
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LinkedIn specific best practices

Experiment with LinkedIn!

Most active during workdays.
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Pinterest specific best practices

Post in the evening.

Pin books.

Pin blog posts and videos.
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#8: Make 
time for data 

analysis.
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Videos

Views, both live and on-demand

Watch time

Demographics
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Emails

Holds

Checkouts

Usage for digital collection
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Engagement

Traffic to website

Action

Social media
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Data can 
make your 

work easier.
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#9: 
Experiment!
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Mrs. Karen Margraf,
coolest science teacher 

ever
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"This isn't working. Let's try again!”
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#10: Use 
your tools.
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Social media

Social Media Today

Social Media Examiner
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Marketing

Total Annarchy newsletter from Ann Handley

Library Marketing Book Club on Facebook

Jay Acunzo "Unthinkable" podcast

Andrew Davis's YouTube Channel
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Learn about story elements.
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LibraryAware

templates and 

training.
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Books and libraries have the

power to transform lives.
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Thank You! Questions?
Angela Hursh | SENIOR ENGAGEMENT CONSULTANT

984-243-2933

ahursh@ebsco.com


